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Water4 Foundation, a 501(c)3 public charity based out of Oklahoma City, Okla.,
was founded in 2008 with the mission to not only provide water to at-risk, impoverished
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areas but also, to teach and provide employment opportunities through their inexpensive
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pumps and drilling methods. While numerous organizations are helping to solve the
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ing water quite like Water4 does. It gets the nationals involved in the future of their home
village’s water issues. As a result of their new vocation they are engaged daily in fixing the
water problems as well as helping their village and themselves find new ways to prosper.
Since its inception in 2008, Water4 has helped meet the needs of over 150,000 people for reasonable access to clean drinking water in countries like Haiti, Sierra Leone,
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global water crisis, no other organization approaches or executes the process of provid-

Uganda, and Rwanda. Water4’s 2014 goal is to get water to a million people.
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The President’s Pen
Happy February N.A.P.M.-OKC members, of keeping us all informed.

I know I say this just about every month: I
can’t believe how fast time flies. I can’t
believe it’s already February! I’m pretty
sure I saw Valentine’s Day goodies right
after Christmas.
Mark
your
calendar
for the
February
Meeting
on Tuesday
February
12th,
2013 at
the
Fairfield
Inn &
Suites.

We are finally getting back into the swing
of things at our house after the new year
and the holidays. As
usual, we are busy
as ever. School basketball is wrapping
up and spring baseball in getting underway. Fun fun fun! I
do like me some
spring baseball.
Not only does February bring us red
hearts and pink ribbons, it also brings us
one month closer to Supply Chain Management Month – March. We like to show
our Supply Chain Spirit by participating in
certain activities. News of that will be released in the future.

If you have any suggestions for topics for
our meetings, please feel free to forward
those ideas to Craig Foster our Programs
Director as well as Jason Walker our Programs Vice Chair. I know that they are
always open to hearing your ideas. It also
gives them an idea on what you would like
to learn about. If you have heard a recent
speaker that really made an impression on
you, pass that name along. We really like
hearing from a variety of different individuals from different industries and fields.
Julie Crall is our Public Relations Vice
Chair and graciously provides us with a
well put together newsletter every
month. If you come across a great article
that you would like to share with our membership, please email it to Julie. If there is
ever anything you would like to add to it,
just let Julie know.
Our February meeting is on the 12th this
month. I hope you all are able to join
us. I’ll see you all there.

Looking forward, keep an ear out for Professional Development Opportunities from Stefanie K. Jones
Dan Gatewood, CPSM, our Pro-D DirecPresident
tor. He will be sharing information about
Office: (405) 935-1602
upcoming review sessions for the CPSM
exams and webinars. He does a great job NEW E-mail: Stefanie.Jones@AccessMidstream.com
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A Note from the VP…
This past month was full of many
ups and downs. Hopefully, despite all outside forces, everyone has begun to really
come into full swing with their 2013 goals
made a few short weeks ago. Keep it going; one month down!
In just a couple of months, on April
th
9 , we will be having our annual Buyer
Vendor Round-Up. This will be the 26th
year we will be having the BVRU. Collectively, we are here to keep it going for
another 26 years strong! With that being
said, we all must spread the word to past
vendors and branch out to new ones as
well. Encourage new members to attend
and allow them to extend an invite to their
suppliers as well. More information will
be on its way in the coming months. If
anyone is interested in helping out, I can
always use all the great ideas and help
possible! My email is listed below so
please be sure to contact me if you are

willing to help in any little way you can!
This month is a month filled with
lots of hearts, candy, flowers and red,
pink, and white. Yes, of course, because
Valentine’s Day is right around the corner.
Try to make this month
more than the holiday,
though. Show you care not
only to those in your personal lives, but also in your
professional lives. We all know a little
TLC can go a long ways in speech and action. Plus, a little chocolate never hurt
anyone either.
Have a great month!

Elizabeth Jones – Vice President
Elizabeth.jones@accessmidstream.com

February Meeting
Location:
Fairfield Inn & Suites
5700 NW Expressway
Oklahoma City, OK
73132
(See map & directions)

Travel on NW Expressway: Head to the Fairfield Inn and Suites located at 5700 NW Expressway
(Flag A). It’s located between Meridian and MacArthur. We will be meeting in the Warr Room.
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Let Skills Lead the Way
Author(s): Jim Adkins
January 2013, Inside Supply Management®
Vol. 24, No. 1, page 10

Out In Front: Leading People, Leading
Organizations

Strategic leaders need transparency,
alignment, partnership and accountability to pave the way for successful change
management.
Throughout my career, I've focused on practical and objective business skills as I transitioned from being an engineer, to a program
manager, to a Six Sigma champion, to a sourcing professional. However, as an executive
leading from a strategic vantage point, I find
that leadership skills that excite and guide
team members contribute more to success
than reams of results and objective data.
Teamwork and collaboration create an atmosphere for improved communication, and ultimately greater success, for supply management and the overall company.
Create a Positive Environment
A supply management organization or change
management program can't be completely successful unless four key elements — transparency, alignment, partnership and accountability — are understood and delivered by leadership. Following is an examination of the importance of these elements and the roles they
play in successful leadership.

Transparency. If employees are experiencing
fear, it often is created by a simple lack of information. When direct reports are unaware of
your goals, or how those goals may affect
THE
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them, their tendency is to fill in the gaps,
which fuels worry and uncertainty in an organization. A leader should effectively and frequently communicate the goals and objectives
of a change initiative, explaining how the
change will affect and improve the company.
This type of transparency has the added benefit of creating a better understanding of the
need for change.
Alignment. Aligning separate, functional elements throughout a company requires each
group to understand how its contributions support the company and advance individual careers. When I joined a company with a highly
engineered product line, I knew engineering's
support was critical to supply management's
success. During my first meeting with the vice
president of engineering, I learned he wanted
us to improve the turnaround time on quotations. My organization analyzed its processes
and within three weeks reduced the response
time on quotes from an average of 60 days to
nine days. The alignment of procurement and
engineering grew from that day forward.
Partnership. True partnerships can only occur when internal business units are informed,
synchronized and aligned. For example, when
a highly engineered product goes through a
cost-reduction initiative, the project can't be
successful unless the engineering, operations,
marketing and procurement teams work as
partners. Several years ago, I was in charge of
a project to reduce costs of a product line.
More than 2,000 ideas were generated from
staff; only one was considered, though, because a partnership among various functions
had not been formed. Marketing rejected many
ideas, claiming that customers would never
accept some of the suggested changes. The
engineering department, which had to approve
any proposed changes, became defensive
about changing their original design plans.
The project was re-launched in hopes of
achieving greater success — only this time I
changed the approach. Support from seniorlevel management and all functional leaders
was conveyed throughout the company. Senior
management also issued a clearly communi-
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able. Without accountability, it is difficult to
achieve true success. In the previous costreduction example, a senior executive was
selected to champion each project to be certain someone owned the end result.
Trust Holds It Together
Transparency, alignment, partnership and
accountability are important to successful
strategic leadership, but the glue that holds
them all together is trust. If a leader at any
level in the organization has a hidden agenda
or fails to be a true partner, none of the four
same, or similar, ideas generated during our elements will be effective, because trust will
have been lost.
first attempt. We also were able to move
quickly because of partnering and alignment I recall an incident when a senior procurement leader at a decentralized organization
of resources across all functions.
Accountability. Accountability — which in- rolled out a purchasing card program to nine
separate business unit presidents. He failed
cludes tracking, monitoring and reporting
to mention the program included a
successes
2 percent surcharge on the card's
and failuse that would help fund the creaures — is
tion of a centralized procurement
an area
organization. When the business
where
leaders realized they had not been
many
consulted or given the option to
companies
approve the use of money from
fall short.
their operating budgets, the estabToo often,
lishment of a centralized procurethere is a
ment department ceased. Because
lack of
of a hidden agenda and an ethical
clear ownlapse, trust was lost.
ership of a
Strong, successful leadership intask, provolves many skill sets, and when
ject or inithose skills combine with a leader's
tiative. We
commitment to transparency, alignall know
that "when everyone is responsible, no one is ment, partnership and accountability, amazing results can follow.
responsible." That's why I believe holding
others accountable also requires us, as supply chain leaders, to hold ourselves account-
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unacceptable ideas were harder to criticize.
The result was a high approval rate of the

-- ISM exists to lead and serve the
supply management profession --

“Team‐
work and
collabora‐
tion create
an atmos‐
phere for
improved
communi‐
cation, and
ultimately
greater
success, for
supply
manage‐
ment and
the overall
company.”
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Upcoming ISM Seminars
Below is the list of ISM seminars for the months of March 2013 and April 2013. These
seminars qualify for recertification Continuing Education Hours (CEHs). For seminar
details, please call the ISM Customer Service Department at 800/888-6276 or +1
480/752-6276, option 8, or visit the ISM website at www.ism.ws and select Education &
Training and then Face-to-Face Seminars.

THE

March 2013

Date

Location

The Supply Chain Management Simulation: Play it
to Win #4231

March 4-6

Las Vegas, NV

Fundamentals of Purchasing: The Building Blocks
of World-Class Professionalism #4523

March 6-8

Las Vegas, NV

Reducing and Controlling Costs with CostContainment Strategies #4591

March 11-12

Dallas, TX

Legal Foundations of Supply Management
(formerly Legal Aspects of Supply Management:
The Basics You Succeed) #4390

March 11-13

Atlanta, GA

Legal Week 2013: Fundamentals through
Advanced Concepts

March 11-15

Atlanta, GA

Supplier Assessment and Performance
Measurement: Ensuring Promised Value #4212

March 13-15

Chicago, IL

Contracting: What All the Ts and Cs Mean
(formerly Contracting Basics: What All the Ts and
Cs Mean) #4495

March 14-15

Atlanta, GA

Resisting Price Increases and Implementing Cost
Improvement Initiatives #4273

March 20-22

Phoenix, AZ

Strategic Services Procurement: Applying Strategic March 21-22
Sourcing Principles to the Procurement of Services
#4459

Atlanta, GA

April 2013

Date

Location

Legal Negotiations #4277

April 11-12

Atlanta, GA

Fundamentals of Purchasing: The Building Blocks
of World-Class Professionalism #4524

April 17-19

Phoenix, AZ

CPSM and CSM Exam Review Course #4250

April 24-26

Dallas, TX

Category Management: Cost and Leveraging
Strategies for Supply Professionals #4223

April 24-26

Dallas, TX

CPSM and CSM Train the Trainer: Review Instructor Courseware Program #4300

April 25-26

Dallas, TX
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Davis and commissioned by UPS, knowing
what products are returned and where they
end up makes it easier for companies to deal
with regulatory issues and evaluate those returned items for possible secondary sales
Author: Jim Gerard, UPS
channels, which can in turn lead to an inPublished: 1/31/2013
crease in profit. The whitepaper includes a
EBNonline.com
quote from a former Best Buy executive, who
states: "Secondary market electronics sales
represent an estimated $15B market in the
The term "reverse logistics" applies to the
United States."
process of moving goods for the purpose of
Not only can electronics companies benefit
extending the product's lifecycle, recapturing
value, or ensuring proper disposal. A key part from focusing on reverse logistics in terms of
of a company's inbound shipping, reverse lo- new opportunities, but they
can also avoid carrying
gistics encompasses everything from returns
policies and procedures to product repairs, re- costs for excess inventory,
minimize insurance and
furbishment, recalls, recycling, and product
taxes, and better manage
disposition.
company staffing.
Recapturing profits is a big piece of the reverse logistics puzzle. How big? The electron- High-tech and electronics
companies should never underestimate the
ics industry spends more than $14 billion on
power of a customer's positive returns experireturns every year, yet those companies that
do not have a well-managed reverse logistics ence. Not only are returns not an afterthought
program could be losing more than 50 percent for consumers, but they are also increasingly
of the returned inventory value. By not paying becoming a crucial factor in the overall online
shopping experience. According to comattention to the reverse logistics side of the
supply chain, companies could be overlooking Score's 2012 Online Shopping Customer Experience study, commissioned by UPS, 63
billions of dollars in missed opportunities.
percent of online shoppers look at a retailer's
returns
policy before making a purchase, and
Another key piece of the reverse logistics puz48
percent
would shop more often with that
zle -- proper product disposal -- is a growing
issue in the electronics industry. Not only can retailer if it were to offer a lenient, easy-tocompanies lose money by not having a prop- understand returns policy. That is powerful
data on the significance of returns.
erly functioning reverse logistics program in
place, but they can also lose thousands or
Overall, today's online shoppers know what
even millions of dollars through regulatory
they want and when they want it. They are
fines and penalties if they don't follow proper
product disposal procedures. State and federal much savvier than they were just a few years
legislation has played a growing role in impact- ago, and with the continued growth in eing the returns process. In fact, there are more commerce, they are expecting both ease and
control when it comes to their online shopping
than 35 states that have passed legislation
experience. Considering the fact that the elecaround returns management and proper distronics industry is one where demand quickly
posal.
ebbs and flows, making the returns process
easier for customers is critical, as it creates an
According to a whitepaper, "Recovering Lost
opportunity
to improve customer satisfaction
Profits by Improving Reverse Logistics," written by Curtis Greve and Jerry Davis of Greve- and drive greater brand loyalty.

EBN — Change in the Chain—
Reclaiming Value Through
Reverse Logistics
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Here are some additional returns data points
from the comScore study that may surprise
electronics manufacturers and retailers:
 Forty-two percent of consumers
want to see ease of returns and
exchanges improved by retailers.
 More than 60 percent of online
shoppers want a return label in
the box or an easy-to-print return
label.
 Forty-eight percent would recommend a retailer to a friend if that
retailer offered a lenient, easy-tounderstand returns policy.
 Thirty-two percent would focus less on
prices and more on quality of service if that
retailer offered a lenient, easy-to-understand
returns policy.

One thing is clear: Consumers do not consider
returns an afterthought, and therefore, neither
should companies. The beginning of a new year
is a good time
to re-evaluate
your reverse
logistics processes and
returns policies. Rather
than waiting
for an issue
to arise, be
proactive in identifying and addressing potential
challenges. A strategically managed returns
process not only can uncover hidden profits and
increase customer satisfaction, but it can also
give your company a competitive edge in the
marketplace.

Oklahoma Economic
Condition
Oklahoma: The Business Conditions
Index for Oklahoma expanded for January. The leading economic indicator
from a monthly survey of supply managers grew to 53.8 from 52.1 in December. Components of the January survey
of supply managers in the state were
new orders at 53.4, production or sales
at 46.8, delivery lead time at 48.0, inventories at 67.8, and employment at
52.9. “Oklahoma, much like North Dakota has benefited from an expanding
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energy sector. Like North Dakota that
growth has softened. I expect growth
for the first half of 2013 to be positive
but well down from that experienced for
the same period in 2012,” said Goss.

Professor Ernie Goss, Ph.D.
Creighton University
Jack MacAllister Chair in Regional Economics
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Membership Report
“Our affiliate exists to provide value to Oklahoma’s economy and our membership by: educating and developing our members; enhancing
our employer’s operations; and advancing the
supply management profession.”

ISM National Membership —
December 31, 2012 42,115 members
N.A.P.M.-OKC Membership —
February 1, 2012

220 members

Please Welcome our Newest Members!
Bridget DeNoya— Access Midstream
Monica Finley— MTM Recognition Corporation
Tiffany Fite— Access Midstream
Ryan Gold— Access Midstream
Patricia Jackson— Enogex

C.P.S.M., C.P.M. & A.P.P.
Report
NAPM-OKC C.P.S.M’s — January
2012


11 (5%)

NAPM-OKC C.P.M’s — January 2012


31 (14.1%)

NAPM-OKC C.P.S.M’s— January
2012


5 (2.3%)

Michelle LaFluer— Access Midstream
Rachel Ward— Continental Resources
Changes:
Please let us know if you have changed jobs,
addresses, or e-mail addresses, so we can
keep our local roster current. Since “The
Purchasing Pipeline” and other notices are
sent to you by e-mail, this is very important,
because you might miss out on an up-coming
event. We will inform ISM of the change.
We would also like to know if you have received your CPSM, C.P.M. or A.P.P. certification, so we can congratulate you in “The Purchasing Pipeline.”

Donna Dolezal, Membership Director,
866-3293, donna.dolezel@yahoo.com
Cara Noltensmeyer, Membership Vice Chair,
552-4789, cara.noltensmeyer@dvn.com
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Meeting Information:
Tuesday February 12th, 2013

Join Us for the

Dinner Meeting

February Meeting!

Fairfield Inn & Suites
5700 NW Expressway
Oklahoma City, OK 73132

6:00 – 8:00 p.m.

February Meeting Location:

Hope you’ll join us!!

Fairfield Inn & Suites
5700 NW Expressway
Oklahoma City, OK 73132

For More Information,
Please Contact: Craig Foster or Jason
Walker
Email: Craig.foster@dvn.com;
Jason.Walker@accessmidstream.com

NAPM - OKC Officers 2012- 2013

THE

President

Stefanie Jones, Access Midstream

Vice-President

Elizabeth Jones, Access Midstream

Past President/Forum Rep.

Peggy Thurmond, Retired

Secretary

Jane Moore, Bimbo Bakeries USA

Treasurer

TJ Jordan, Industrial Gasket

Vice-Treasurer

Robert Sexton, OGE

Pro-D Director
Pro-D Vice Chair

Dan Gatewood, CPSM, Devon Energy
Jeffery Richardson, CPSM, CPSD, OGE

Membership Director

Donna Dolezel, Sandridge Energy

Membership Vice Chair

Cara Noltensmeyer, Devon Energy

Program Director

Craig Foster, Devon Energy

Program Vice Chair

Jason Walker, Access Midstream

PR Director

Randy Graves, Beams Industries

PR Vice Chair

Julie Crall, Access Midstream

Technology Director

Angela Smith, Devon Energy

Technology Vice Chair
Special Activity Director

Mindy Hill, Devon Energy
Roger Teel, Dolese Bros. Co
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Who Do We Represent?
Our members represent the following companies. Thank you for your support.
Access Midstream
Astellas Pharma Tech
Autocraft Industries
Autoquip Corporation
Beam's Industries
Big D Industries Inc.
Bimbo Bakeries USA
Borets Weatherford
Bradford Industrial Supply Co.
Cameron Compression Systems
Carlisle Foodservice Products
Cass Polymers Inc.
Chapparral Energy Inc.
Chesapeake Energy
Chickasaw Nation Div of Commerce
City of Oklahoma City
Cleveland County
Conoco Phillips
Continental Resources, Inc.
Cooper Compression
COTPA
Coughlin Equipment
Covercraft Industries Inc.
Devon Energy
Dolese Bros. Co.

Enogex
Enviro Systems Inc.
Fife Corporation
Franklin Electric Water Transfer System
GE Oil & Gas
George Fischer Central Plastics
Halliburton
Heartland Pathology Consultants
High Mount Exploration and Production
Industrial Gasket
Integris Baptist Health Center
J & E Supply & Fastener Co.
Johnson Controls, Inc.
KimRay Inc.
Knights of Columbus
KP Supply
Linn Energy
Lopez Foods Inc.
MD Building Products
Modular Svcs Co
MTM Recognition Corporation
OG&E
Oklahoma City Community College
Oklahoma Publishing Co.

Pelco Products
Picerne Military Housing
Pioneer Telephone Cooperative Inc.
PM&L Manager Haliiburton
Progressive Stamping, LLC
Remy Inc.
SandRidge Energy
SemaSys Inc.
Smart Lines LLC
Smith & Nephew Inc.
SORB Technology Inc.
Southwest Electric Co.
Surface Mount Depot
T D K Ferrites Corp.
Universal Well Site Solutions
University of Central Oklahoma
University of Oklahoma
US Silica Co.
USA Compression
Vaughn Foods, Inc.
Walker & Sons Enterprises Inc.
WellMark Co

